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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To determine the advantages and disadvantages of a stepped wedge design for a specific clinical application.

Study design and settings: The clinical application was a pragmatic cluster randomized surgical trial intending to find an increased percentage of curable recurrences in patients in follow-up after colorectal cancer. Advantages and disadvantages of the stepped wedge design were evaluated, and for this application, new advantages and disadvantages were presented.

Results: A main advantage of the stepped wedge design was that the intervention rolls out to all participants, motivating patients and doctors, and a large number of patients who were included in this study. The stepped wedge design increased the complexity of the data analysis, and there were concerns regarding the informed consent procedure. The repeated measurements may bring burden to patients in terms of quality of life, satisfaction, and costs.

Conclusions: The stepped wedge design is a strong alternative for pragmatic cluster randomized trials. The known advantages hold, whereas most of the disadvantages were not applicable to this application. The main advantage was that we were able to include a large number of patients. Main disadvantages were that the informed consent procedure can be problematic and that the analysis of the data can be complex.
2.1. INTRODUCTION

Back in 1967, the concept of a pragmatic trial was proposed by Schwartz and Lellouch.[19] A pragmatic trial is designed to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions in real-life routine practice conditions [16]. Its aim is to answer the question “Does the intervention work when used in real-life practice condition?” Thus, in a pragmatic trial, there are no or minimal exclusion criteria required. It also implies that pragmatic trials are normally used when there is a priori knowledge of the efficacy of the intervention under study. In addition, a pragmatic trial is often concerned with complex interventions, for example, routine screening of the disease rather than a pharmaceutical intervention, and it is typically compared with care as usual.

To answer the question whether the intervention works when used in real-life practice, it is very common to apply a cluster randomized design. One of the reasons for choosing a cluster design is the concern of contamination.[23] Cluster randomization may reduce the risk that the intervention under study is unintentionally mixed up with care as usual, the intervention of the control group.[1, 18, 22] Another reason is that the intervention can be performed more easily in clusters as a large number of participants can make it impractical to introduce a new treatment on an individual level, for example, when medical resources are low or when there are costly expenses.[6]

The stepped wedge design is a unique design suitable to answer the question whether the intervention works when used in real-life practice.[3, 10] This design allows for a controlled stepwise introduction of an intervention to a population.[3, 10] Although not per definition, the stepped wedge design is a design that is mostly performed as a cluster design.[15] In this design, participants start in the control group, and at predefined time points, a cluster of participants are switched to the intervention
group in a random order (known as “steps”). From the moment of switching until the end of the study, they will stay in the intervention group.[10] When the stepped wedge design is compared with other designs, there are several advantages and disadvantages of choosing such a design. The aim of the present article was to determine the advantages and disadvantages of a stepped wedge cluster randomized design for a specific clinical application. An overview of the literature regarding the advantages and disadvantages of the stepped wedge design will be given. The clinical application is the colorectal cancer (CRC) follow-up study (CEAwatch, Netherlands Trial Register 2182). Based on a point-by-point evaluation, it was analyzed how these advantages and disadvantages apply to our specific clinical trial. Furthermore, some new trial-specific advantages and disadvantages of the stepped wedge design in this application, which were not mentioned in the literature, will be added.

### 2.2. Methods/Design

#### 2.2.1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Stepped Wedge Designs

Under the circumstance when there is prior evidence that the intervention under study will do more good than harm, rather than clinical equipoise, it is considered not ethical to withhold or withdraw an intervention from participants.[3] As the stepped wedge design provides unidirectional sequential rollout of the intervention, all participants will get the intervention during the study. Additionally, the stepped wedge design can be a good option in trials in which it is not possible to introduce the intervention to all participants at once because of logistic, financial, or practical reasons as the design introduces the intervention over multiple moments.[3] The stepped wedge design is considered to be a strong design to evaluate effects on a population level.[9] It is favored over some other trial designs because it provides an opportunity to measure possi-
ble effects of the time of the intervention and to investigate the effects of underlying temporal changes.[3] The stepped wedge design is more efficient than others as it may reduce the required number of clusters compared with other classic cluster designs.[10, 25] Although between-cluster variation affects the statistical power in a parallel clustered randomized design, the power appears to be relatively insensitive to between-cluster variation in the stepped wedge design.[10] Stepped wedge design requires fewer clusters because the power of the design is mainly determined by within-cluster variations.[10]

One of the drawbacks of the stepped wedge design is that it takes a longer time to perform.[13] Because of the nature of a stepwise introduction of the intervention, the trial duration of a stepped wedge design will be the duration of a classic cluster randomized trial multiplied by the number of steps. Especially for clusters that started later have to wait longer depending on the duration of each step, it may cause them to switch into interventions or dropping out. This will then increase the risk of attrition. In addition, the repeated measurements of the stepped wedge design put a heavy burden on patients, caregivers, and researchers.[13] Another concern is that the stepped wedge design may increase the risk of contamination in a cluster, especially when the intervention is believed to be superior to control.[13] It is also very hard to use blinding because both patients and assessors are aware of the step switch.[3] From a statistical perspective, there are also some disadvantages of using the stepped wedge design. Mentioned by Hussey [10], a delay in the treatment effect reduces the power of the design. Moreover, the analysis of the stepped wedge design is more complex.[15]

For a summary of the literature on the advantages and disadvantages of the stepped wedge design, see Table 2.2, first column. Based on a point-by-point evaluation, it was analyzed how these advantages and disadvantages applied to the specific clinical trial CEAwatch (Netherlands
Trial Register 2182). Furthermore, some application-specific advantages and disadvantages of the stepped wedge design, which has not been mentioned in literature, were added.

2.2.2. Clinical application to the CRC follow-up (CEAwatch)

The tumor marker carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) has long been known to be important in signaling recurrent disease in CRC.[20] Intensive follow-up schedules including CEA measurements are correlated with better survival rate than schedules not using CEA measurements [11], and serial measurements of CEA are recommended for use in CRC follow-up.[4, 14] Other studies also confirmed a reduction of mortality rate and an improvement in curative reoperation rate with intensive surveillance.[21] In a phase 2 trial, monthly CEA measurements were done with a threshold of two consecutive rises of more than 10%.[7] The trial showed both high sensitivity and specificity for detection of recurrences using serial CEA rises rather than absolute values. Given this evidence, in CEAwatch, a new intensified follow-up scheme including frequent CEA measurements and CEA-triggered imaging in detecting recurrent disease with curative possibilities in CRC patients was compared with care as usual.

Patients
Patients with American Joint Committee on Cancer stage I, II, and III CRC after R0 resection, who were surgically operated, were eligible. Patients who received adjuvant chemotherapy were eligible after termination of adjuvant therapy. Patients who were not medically fit for metastasectomy, patients diagnosed with other malignancies (except skin basocellular carcinoma), and patients with metachronous metastases at the start of the study were excluded.
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THE FOLLOW-UP CARE AS USUAL
The control or “care-as-usual” follow-up consisted of follow-up as recommended in the national guideline in the Netherlands (www.tinyurl.com/coloncarcinoma) including an outpatient clinic visit every 6 months for the first 3 years and an annual visit in years 4 and 5. Liver ultrasound and chest x-ray were recommended at each clinic visit. CEA was measured every 3–6 months in the first 3 years and each year in the last 2 years. No monitoring of compliance with this recommendation was provided.

THE CEAWATCH FOLLOW-UP
The intensified follow-up protocol adhered to bimonthly CEA measurements and yearly imaging in the first 3 years and trimonthly CEA measurements in the fourth and fifth years of follow-up (Fig. 2.1). Outpatient clinic visits with imaging of chest and abdomen were performed annually in the first 3 years. The threshold value used was a 20% rise compared with the latest CEA value, followed by a threshold of any rise respect to the last measurement after 1 month. In case of two consecutive rises in CEA, a computed tomographic (CT) scan of chest and abdomen was advised for localization of potential metastatic disease. The coordination of this process was supported by an automatic computer system.[20, 24] Doctors were given an alert when a CT scan was indicated because of a consecutive rise in CEA or when patients forget to go for a CEA assessment. CEA values were communicated to the patients by an automatically generated letter, including a laboratory form for the next CEA measurement.

STUDY DESIGN
The hospitals were randomly grouped into five clusters that were changed from the usual follow-up schedule to the intensive follow-up schedule at different time points. Cluster crossover from the control schedule to the intervention schedule occurred in one direction only and once every 3 months (Table 2.1). Randomization of the crossover moments of
the clusters was performed independently by Trial Coordination Center Groningen (www.tcc.umcg.nl). CEAwatch was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen and the local ethics committees of all participating centers. For an overview of the procedures, see Fig. 2.2.

**Main outcome**
The primary outcome measures were the proportion of resectable recurrences among all recurrences and the time to and probability of detection of recurrent disease in the intervention protocol compared with the control protocol.

**Data collection**
In the participating hospitals, the eligible patients were identified using the diagnosis or operation code(s). At the end of the study, this search
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Table 2.1 | Progression of control (0) and intervention group (1) over time periods (t) in CEA-Watch study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>2,498</td>
<td>2,484</td>
<td>2,503</td>
<td>2,409</td>
<td>2,255</td>
<td>1,946</td>
<td>3,223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was validated against the database of the Dutch Comprehensive Cancer Center. In this database, all newly diagnosed malignancies are registered based on the automated pathologic archive. After all eligible patients were identified, patient and tumor characteristics were exported from the Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit (DSCA) into a password-protected database. DSCA is an obligatory national data bank that gathers all relevant information on surgically treated CRC patients, allowing a valid registration of all CRC patients in the Netherlands, without any missing baseline characteristics (www.clinicalaudit.nl/dsca). Per hospital, there was one study coordinator. The study coordinators were uniformly trained to identify new eligible patients, inform patients about the study, and collect the follow-up data. The study coordinators were continuously monitored by one of the investigators.

POWER CALCULATION

The expected percentage of resectable recurrences was 10% in the control protocol and 25% in the intensified protocol.[2, 17] Given a significance level of 5% and a power of 80%, 115 patients with recurrent disease in both groups were needed. Given an expected recurrence rate of 25% [12],
2. STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS

Figure 2.2 | Study procedures in CEA-Watch.

460 patients per group were needed. Given the cluster randomization, we assumed a correlation of 0.1 between hospitals, yielding a correction factor of 1.71.[8] Therefore, a minimum of about 800 patients per group was needed.

DATA ANALYSIS
To compare the effect of the intensified follow-up with the control follow-up protocol regarding the proportion of resectable recurrences, a conditional logistic regression analysis, with hospital as the stratification variable, was performed. Cox proportional hazards model formed the basis of the analysis of the time-to-event data (recurrence or curable recurrence). Hereby, the follow-up protocols were used as a time-dependent variable because the switch time in follow-up was dynamic for patients. The time from the operation until the participation in the study created
left truncated data, and to correct for this, a delayed entry variable was implemented. Again, the analysis was stratified by hospital.

**Current status of CEAwatch**

Inclusion of patients \((n = 3223)\) started from October 2010 and ended in July 2012. Every 3 months, there was a switch from the care-as-usual follow-up to CEAwatch follow-up, which successfully took place. The first switch was in January 2011. The results from this study will be published separately.

**2.3. Results**

**2.3.1. Advantages**

The logistic difficulties of implementing the intervention everywhere at once was one of the considerations to choose for a stepped wedge design for the CEAwatch study (Table 2.2).[3] To start the study in 11 hospitals, approvals from 11 local administration institutes were needed. In each participating hospital, the eligible patients had to be identified, patient and tumor characteristics had to be extracted, and study coordinators had to be trained to be able to identify new eligible patients, inform patients about the study, and collect the follow-up data before the study could start. Besides that, the automatic computer system that was used to support the implementation of the intervention under study had to be adapted to the local hospital system before it could be implemented in the hospitals. Thus, it was not feasible to implement the intervention to different hospitals simultaneously.

The stepped wedge design is considered more ethical than other (classic) cluster randomized controlled designs when the intervention is believed to do more good than harm.[3] In our case, there was enough evidence to support the follow-up of patients with CRC with frequent
Table 2.2 | Advantages and disadvantages of stepped wedge design and their application to CEAwatch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Application of general advantages/disadvantages to CEAwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good alternative when interventions cannot be implemented to all clusters simultaneously because of practical, logistic, or financial constraints.[3]</td>
<td>CEAwatch involved 11 hospitals all around the country, it was very hard to implement the intervention simultaneously, and the specialized software used in this trial also took time to be adjusted hospital by hospital. The stepped wedge design provides an opportunity to prepare for the implementation in the control period during the trial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is a prior belief that the intervention will do more good than harm (rather than clinical equipoise), it is considered not ethical to withhold/withdraw intervention from participants. The stepped-wedge design provides sequential rollout of the intervention for all participants.[3]</td>
<td>The CEA measurements and the intensive follow-up protocol were proven effective from individual-level trials. This point of advantage was motivation for patients and doctors to participate. This helped to increase the size of the sample and consequently increased the power of the trial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide opportunity to measure possible effects of time of intervention and to investigate the effects of underlying temporal changes.[3]</td>
<td>The end points were time to event and events, which need a certain time period before they are observed. In combination with the relative short period (3 months) between switches, the underlying temporal changes could not be appropriately investigated. Because of the longitudinal setup of the CEAwatch, this point is not applicable for the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces the number of clusters.[10]</td>
<td>CEAwatch intended to include as many hospitals as possible and has no issue regarding the number of clusters. Thus, the study did not make use of this benefit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is more efficient than other cluster randomized controlled trial design.[25]</td>
<td>Thus far, this claim was proven under circumstances of very simple settings of a stepped wedge design. It is not sure whether a stepped wedge design will be a more efficient design than other designs in our more complex setting (left truncation, dynamic, or time-varying intervention and stratification in the Cox proportional hazards approach).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 2.3. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Application of general advantages/disadvantages to CEAwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer trial durations and increased risk of attrition.[13]</td>
<td>Because of the required longitudinal setup for the CEAwatch trial (multiple visits), using the stepped wedge design does not extend the trial duration compared with other designs. The follow-up for eligible patients is 5 years. It is essential to have comparable trial duration (eg, 3–5 years) to investigate the effectiveness of the intensive follow-up routine no matter what kind of design is being used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated measurements put a heavy burden on patients, caregivers, and researchers.[13]</td>
<td>In a cluster randomized trial, not all patients have to go through the intensified follow-up. This would be beneficial when the intensified approach would not be as effective as it was anticipated. Whether patients also view the CEAwatch intensified follow-up as a higher burden is very critical, thus we wanted to measure this with quality of life and cost-effectiveness studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased risk of contamination.[13]</td>
<td>The risk of contamination was limited because of the implementation of tailor-made software that would support the physicians in the intensified CEA follow-up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay in treatment effect reduces the power of the design.[10]</td>
<td>This is true for CEAwatch, but considering the benefits from a substantial larger sample size, the power reduction from delay in treatment does not have big influence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of blinding</td>
<td>Information bias can also be considered as part of responses of treatment of patients and physicians for pragmatic trials such as CEAwatch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of the design is complex.[15]</td>
<td>The CEAwatch has a rather complex design, we consider this point as the main disadvantage of stepped wedge design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEAwatch specific</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantage</td>
<td>Recruitment of participants was much easier during the CEAwatch. This allows hospitals to enter the control period with same criteria of eligible patients and include new patients during the study period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantage</td>
<td>Asking informed consent from all patients at baseline was not approved by the Ethics Committee of our hospital. It is considered not acceptable for patients.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CEA measurements and CEA-triggered imaging in detecting recurrent disease with curative possibilities. Because of the preferences of surgeons for the intervention under study, this ethical advantage was an important motivation for doctors to participate in the trial. As we had no published evidence that the repeated CEA measures in the intervention under study was not a burden to the patient associated with an increase of costs, data on secondary outcomes such as patient satisfaction, quality of life, and costs were collected.

Another advantage of the stepped wedge design is that this design provides an opportunity to measure possible effects of time of the intervention and investigate the effects of underlying temporal changes because of its longitudinal settings.[3] The CEAwatch study could not really benefit from this point because the longitudinal setting was needed to obtain or collect the events. Besides this, the periods before the switches were relatively short (only 3 months), making it less attractive to model time trends in the analysis of the events. Furthermore, the inclusion of patients was dynamic, complicating such a temporal analysis.

Another general advantage of the stepped wedge design is that it reduces the required number of clusters as the design is relatively insensitive to variations of the intercluster correlation.[10] This might be beneficial for trials that have limited resources and cannot include enough clusters, but for the CEAwatch study, the number of clusters was sufficient and there was no need to include as many hospitals as possible. Thus, this advantage was not one of the considerations to choose for the stepped wedge design. It is claimed that a stepped wedge design is more efficient than other cluster randomized controlled designs.[25] Thus far, this claim was proven under circumstances of very simple settings of a stepped wedge design. It is not sure whether a stepped wedge design was a more efficient design than other designs in our more complex application, which required left truncation, a dynamic or time-varying intervention variable,
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and stratification in the Cox proportional hazards approach.

An advantage of the stepped wedge design not mentioned in literature, but very important in our study, is that by the use of the stepped wedge design, we were able to include a large number of patients. In the CEAwatch study, eligible patients were identified before the start of the study, and new patients were included during the time of the study. An advantage of this approach was that patient selection was less vulnerable to selection bias. A second advantage of this approach was that the group of participants consisted of patients who were already in follow-up on the date of the start of the study and those who became eligible during the study period.

2.3.2. Disadvantages

One of the disadvantages of the stepped wedge design is that it takes longer than the more traditional designs.[13] However, because of the longitudinal setup of the CEAwatch study, using a stepped wedge design did not extend the trial duration compared with other designs. As the follow-up for eligible patients was in principle 5 years, it was essential to have comparable trial duration (eg, 3–5 years) to investigate the effectiveness of the intensive follow-up routine no matter what kind of design would have been used. As a consequence, in this case, other designs would not have shortened the trial duration substantially.

Another drawback of the stepped wedge design is the heavy burden on patients, caregivers, and researchers caused by the necessary repeated measurements.[13] As these repeated measurements could not be avoided because of the nature of the intervention in the CEAwatch study, other designs would also have had this problem. On the other hand, in a cluster randomized trial, not all patients have to go through the intensified approach. This could be beneficial when the intensified approach would not be as effective as it was hypothesized. Whether patients also viewed
the CEAwatch intensified follow-up as a burden is of course critical, it was decided to investigate this in the study as secondary outcomes.

Another concern mentioned by Kotz et al. [13] is the increased risk of contamination and attrition. The contamination in a cluster in the CEAwatch study was limited to a minimum because of the automated software system that was used to trigger follow-up schedules. Thus, it would have been very hard that certain patients would still be scheduled under the care-as-usual when the hospital would have changed to the intensified intervention. The attrition problem in the study was mainly due to the long trial duration, which would most likely also have occurred in other types of designs.

When designing a stepped wedge and estimating its sample size, it is suggested by Hussey and Hughes [10] that researchers should take into account the delay in treatment effect as the effect of such delay is a reduction of the power of the design. However, given the nature of the outcome, the delay in treatment effect was considered to be not a problem for the CEAwatch study. It was somewhat compensated with the inclusion of patients who had surgery before the start of the study.

Although it is true that using blinding in the CEAwatch is impossible, it is not typical for a stepped wedge design. In addition, the effects might be not as strong as it is claimed to be. [3] As a pragmatic trial, CEAwatch was interested in studying the responses of patients in a real-life situation. As a consequence, the awareness of the intervention could be accepted as part of the responses to treatment.

Furthermore, it is mentioned that the analysis of the stepped wedge design is complex. [15] This was considered a main disadvantage of the design in CEAwatch. The complexity comes from different sources. One source is the issue with the delayed entry of patients into the study, and another source is the dynamic nature of the inclusion of patients and the switch moments that require a time-varying intervention variable into
the survival analysis. The hospitals were addressed by stratification in the analyses, but they may also be considered as random, which would be typical in the more classical cluster randomized trials. This approach may complicate the analysis. Although we believe that the analysis might be reasonable, more research on the statistical analysis is required to verify if the estimate of the intervention effect is not biased.

Another disadvantage not mentioned in literature is related to the timing of the informed consent procedure. When the intention was to ask informed consent from all patients at baseline, this could not be realized. The reason was that the Medical Ethics Committee of our hospital did not consider this as acceptable for patients. Therefore, patients were asked for informed consent before the switch from the control to the intervention period. The patients who entered the study after the switch were asked for informed consent before surgery. As it was impossible to ask all patients for informed consent at the outpatient ward in the few weeks before switching follow-up, letters were generated for this purpose. Consequently, patients who did not respond to the letter were not included in the intervention period, making the intervention group smaller than expected. Patients who do not response to the letter or exit the study during the control period (eg, because of patient death or having a recurrence) were not asked for informed consent. However, their data could still be used. This was possible as these patients did not experience any changes in follow-up and had a guaranteed anonymity (according to the Dutch law) by the assignment of unique patient numbers and a password-protected database.

2.4. DISCUSSION

Not only the stepped wedge design helps with the implementation difficulty, it is also considered more ethical because there is enough evidence
to support the efficacy of the intervention. Another advantage is that the rollout setting for all participants of the stepped wedge design motivates not only the patients but also the doctors to participate in this study. Recruitment of participants was therefore much easier in CEAwatch study. This allows hospitals to enter the control period with the same criteria of eligible patients and include new patients during the study period. This advantage has not been emphasized in literature yet. Furthermore, the sequential introduction of the intervention was a real benefit to the CEAwatch study. It would have been almost impossible to select another trial design. Other generally accepted advantages such as opportunity of time effect investigation and reduction to the number of clusters did not have the expected benefit for the study. On the other hand, the application of the stepped wedge design to CEAwatch increased the complexity in data analysis and the repeated measurements may bring additional burden to patients in terms of quality of life, satisfaction, and costs. In addition, there are concerns regarding the procedure of informed consents. This trial-specific disadvantage of stepped wedge design is new to those general ones.

Because the analysis of the study is still in progress, whether using a stepped wedge design provides unbiased estimation of the treatment effect remains to be further investigated. To the extent that missing data are negligible, we believe with proper analysis method that the estimation should be adequately unbiased.

We were able to include a large number of patients. In many surgical trials, the inclusion of patients is one of the key problems. This is also a good solution to the challenge of recruitment difficulties mentioned in surgical studies. This challenge is mainly due to the strong preferences of patients and surgeons for one intervention and the organization of the inclusion and randomization.[5]

Because the original sample size calculation did not take into account
the design effect of the stepped wedge design, a more correct sample size
calculation by Hussey and Hughes [10] was performed retrospectively.
The minimal number of patients per cluster per time interval was deter-
dined at 187. We used the same input information that was described
earlier.

The analysis of the benefits and drawbacks brought by the stepped
wedge design indicates that it is a strong alternative for pragmatic clus-
ter randomized trials such as the CEAwatch. The general advantages
of the stepped wedge design still holds compared with other controlled
trial design, whereas most of the general concerns regarding the stepped
wedge design bring no disadvantages to the CEAwatch study. However,
the stepped wedge design makes the analysis of the trial rather complex
and whether repeated measurements bring burden to patients needs
further investigation. One advantage that has not been mentioned in liter-
ature before is that the stepped wedge design contributes to larger sample
size because of not only the ethical advantage of the design but also the
rollout setting, which provides strong motivation for doctors. This allows
hospitals to enter the control period with same criteria of eligible patients
and include new patients during the study period. Meanwhile, difficulty
in the informed consents was found as a disadvantage specifically in our
clinical application.
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